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     On December 13th, 2019, the City of Youngstown Law Department issued a written response 

to Local-312’s Vote of No Confidence in Fire Chief Finley. This was an attempt by the city 

administration to defend the indefensible, which is Fire Chief Finley’s pattern of unwarranted 

hostile behavior towards subordinates and his flagrant violation of the terms of his 2012 “last 

chance agreement.” 

  

    The City’s response, written by Atty. Limbian, fails to address the concerns of the Vote of No 

Confidence document. The response is a misdirection by the administration to cover up the 

documented unacceptable behavior that Fire Chief Finley has repeatedly engaged in. Not only is 

the Fire Chief’s behavior egregious and a violation of numerous workplace rules, but it is also 

the cause of a hostile work environment for members of the Youngstown Fire Department. Most 

concerning, however, Fire Chief Finley’s current behavior is a direct violation of the City 

imposed 2012 “last chance agreement” that was the result of his unwarranted physical assault on 

a subordinate. Again, for reasons unknown, this remains unaddressed in Atty. Limbian’s 

response even though it was a discipline that originated from his very own office.  

  

   Based upon Atty. Limbian’s response it is apparent that the City of Youngstown administration 

is more interested in ad hominem attacks on employees rather than enforcing its policies. 

Specifically, Atty. Limbian seems to take an inordinate amount of the document in personally 

attacking President Charlie Smith. Again, we can only point out that when your position is 

indefensible, making use of personal attacks is the only way to fill-up six (6) pages.  

  

    The document also contains several inaccuracies. Notable among these is the reference to 

Local-312’s executive board being unresponsive to perceived disrespect of the Fire Chief. When 

called to his attention, Local-312 President Charlie Smith voiced his disproval of any such 



perceived disrespect to the Fire Chief and also cautioned all local-312 members that any such 

behavior would not be tolerated or defended.  

  

    We would also like to call attention to what seems to be a rather bizarre part of Atty. 

Limbian’s reply.  In his response, Atty. Limbian appears to feel the need to publish Fire Chief 

Barry Finley’s resume; this is unnecessary as at no time has anyone called into question his 

qualifications. Instead, it has been Fire Chief Finley’s behavior that is a concern - regardless of 

rank.  And make no mistake, it is his current behavior and its violation of his “last chance 

agreement” that is of concern to our members at present.  

  

    Finally, we would like it noted that at this time, the City of Youngstown, under the Mayor 

Brown administration, seems uninterested in our substantiated claims of a hostile workplace due 

to Fire Chief Barry Finley’s continued behavior. As such, we will now explore and, when 

appropriate, exercise all available recourse and protections to members of Local-312. 
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